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STOCKPORT SCHOOL

THE STOCK PRESS
HIGH EXPECTATIONS

PROVIDING A FIRST-RATE AND ALL-ROUND EDUCATION!
We were visited by an Ofsted Inspection team on 10th and 11th
December 2019, to assess us under the new much tougher,
‘2019 Education Inspection Framework’ (EIF).
An Ofsted inspection is a very challenging, high-stakes process
which undoubtedly creates a extra pressure for us as staff, for our
students and for the wider school community, who find themselves
being assessed and judged against extremely high-bar measures, by
unknown external visitors.
However, in some ways we were also looking forward to showing off
all of the amazing things that staff, students and the wider community
do at the school and beyond! While we are proud of our students’
academic achievements, we have also tried hard to balance the
academic curriculum with enrichment activities, a strong focus on
the arts and a core goal of developing students as people, not just
grades. Our focus on community values, offering students support
when needed and personal development is something which we are
very proud of and we were happy to tell inspectors all about how we
do this.
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It was no surprise that we came together, as always, as a strong and
unified community, to demonstrate our considerable strengths as
one of the very best schools in Greater Manchester. The report itself
reads exceptionally well and is very positive in comparison to many
of the new reports under the new system, under which it has been
challenging for many schools to receive a positive report. We received
a “Good” rating in every category!

We have no doubt that, due to our strong moral purpose, commitment
and drive, we will undoubtedly continue to go from strength to
strength, for the good of our students and our community.
By way of recognising our community strengths and school values,
we have given out a very special new lapel badge for our students and
staff to wear. The badge notes our five school values which give us
such strength: dedicate, inspire, aspire, collaborate and respect.
Thank you to all parents and students for your ongoing support in
helping Stockport School to become such a beacon of excellence and
best practice.
Congratulations and well done to everyone!
Mr I.R. Irwin, Headteacher
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In October, students and staff once
again delivered an amazing school
performance over four separate nights,
showcasing the brilliant talent and
potential of our students and of the
school as a whole.
Students from all year groups were represented in the show, and they
sang, danced and acted their hearts out. Additionally, a number of students
assisted behind-the-scenes or with tech (sound, lighting), without which
the show would not have run and been received so well. It is wonderful
that so many students get involved; the overall benefits of taking part in
extracurricular activities such as the school show to student confidence,
motivation and engagement are immeasurable.
Of course, none of this could happen without the staff. The shows can’t
happen without a dedicated staff body and we certainly have one here in
Stockport School! They helped with making props/set/costumes, helping
out on show nights, donating raffle prizes, giving up time, giving lots of
lovely comments, office management/running/finance/site staff, coping
with mild chaos/disruption and buying/ serving drinks at the bar! The bar
was wonderful, ably run by Bar Manager Alison “Mary Poppins” Clarkson
and Pub Landlord Russ Crosby (Keeper of the Ales). The Front of House
was buzzing every night with the raffle, merchandise and refreshments,
supported by the many audience members who came each night to watch
the performance. Particular thanks, however, has to go to Mrs Stone, Mrs
Didcote, Mr Sunderland, Mr Grzywna, Mrs Hitchmough, Mrs Todd and Mrs
Trenell, whose enthusiasm, positivity and creativity never fails to inspire
students – or the rest of us.
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ACHIEVEMENT
Our 2019 Achievement Evening took place at Stockport Town Hall on the 26th
September. As ever, it was an impressive setting, which was very appropriate for
celebrating our students’ impressive achievements!
Mr Irwin introduced the evening and expressed
his pride in what the school has achieved
and continues to achieve, not just in terms of
academic success, but within sport, the arts and
personal progression, as well as our presence in
the local community. This received a loud round
of applause from staff, students and parents.
The evening began with a powerful dance
performance from former students Chloe and
Sophie Stores; this was then followed by current
Year 11 dancers (Chloe Eastwood, Emily Brown,
Ella Dainty and Molly Sargeant).
We then moved to the first set of award
categories, for students in Years 7-10. Winners
of awards came from different categories.
They were based on Achievement (the highest
Achievement point earners in each year
and House), Progress (how much they had
improved their grades or levels) and Here to
Learn, a combination of excellent attendance,
achievement and behaviour.
We were also treated to a performance from
some of the school stars of the October
production, Mary Poppins. Cameron Baguley,
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Grace Halliwell, Maya-Rose Marsh and Jake
Oliver took to the stage with confidence and flair,
and the enthusiasm and skills displayed by the
singers acted as a persuasive advert for people
to come and see the full production at school
the following month!
Dylan Flint, in Year 9, was our next performer,
stunning the audience with his fluent piano
performance of Maple Leaf Rag by Scott Joplin.
Dylan was then brave enough to follow up this
performance by repeating it in assemblies for
each year group in the fortnight that followed.
We always enjoy welcoming back our former
Year 11 students to celebrate their Year 11
success. Each subject had nominated a student
who had put in the most effort, made the most
progress or achieved the highest grades in their
subject. It was a milestone for some students
to receive a Stockport School award for the last
time.
Owen Webb was our final music performance,
impressing the audience with his passionate
and confidence version of Queen’s Who Wants
to Live Forever? The audience responded

enthusiastically and the applause that followed
echoed Mr Irwin’s initial statement that Stockport
School is very much about encouraging and
valuing all skills and talents, not just academic
grades.
The handover to the new Head Boy (Joe
Cartwright) and Head Girl (Megan Chilton) was
a reminder of the value that the school puts
on developing students as leaders and young
adults. Both students spoke maturely and
effectively about their goals this year; it was
clear that both with be excellent role models to
younger students.
Overall, as Mr Irwin said in his closing remarks,
the evening was a sample of the best that we
have at Stockport School: talented performers,
hard workers, high attenders, creative thinkers,
future leaders and high achievers. However,
most of all, the evening evidenced that the
very best that our school offers is that sense of
community: appreciating, including, supporting
and celebrating each other and everyone’s
achievements. Well done to all!

Stockport School

T EVENING 2019
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A NIGHT AT THE MOVIES

WITH STUDENT STARS!
At the end of November, Miss Todd and her dance students from many year groups
performed a range of pieces with the theme of A Night at the Movies.
It really was a wonderful opportunity to see our
students perform their work, which they had
worked so hard to perfect; there was an amazing
variety of performances which the large audience
enjoyed and responded enthusiastically to.
Some performances were high-energy and
upbeat, encouraging the audience to clap and
cheer; others were slower and more emotional,
encouraging the audience to think and feel what
the dance was conveying to us. Aspiration,
Dedication, Inspiration, Collaboration and
Respect - all values were celebrated in one night!

INTERNATIONAL AMBASSADORS
CHARITY BEGINS NEAR HOME
Miss Cannon, Mrs Hitchmough and students from Red House
organised food donations to be taken to Chelwood Food Bank Plus
in Adswood, one of the more deprived areas of Stockport, before
Christmas. Staff and students from all houses were involved in
donating to this worthy cause and, as ever, we are proud of
our students’ ability to think of others and willingness to work to
help them.

We, as a school, take our international links in a global world very
seriously. We want our students to be aware of and appreciate the
amazing variety of cultures, experiences and opportunities beyond
this island. This is why we emphasise the importance of studying a
language.
This year, we are running an International Ambassadors scheme
to support our reaccreditation for the British Council’s International
Schools full award. In the past five months alone, pupils at Stockport
School have worked with approximately 1000 pupils from 34 different
schools across Europe, Asia and South America as part of a variety of
collaborative projects. This is an amazing achievement that will certainly
support our application, and shows the dedication of staff across the
school to developing students’ global understanding. The following 15
Year 7 students have been made International Ambassadors for their
respective languages:
Spanish: Phoebe Allington, Taylor Dewhirst, Katie Jobling, Isabella
Perez, Elliott Sylvester
German: Erin Ballard, Connor Jones, Fletcher Norton, Erin-Lily Taylor
French: Mia Fullerton, Jake Joby, Aiden Stock, Layla Wilkinson
Mandarin: Harriet Dray, Lucas Vergara
Part of their role will involve supporting with any international events
hosted in school this year. The other part of their role involves creating
content for their own page on the school website. They have already
made a start on this – take a look!
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ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL

CAREERS CONVENTION!
Over 300 families attended the annual Careers Convention in September to meet
over 30 providers from colleges, universities, businesses and training providers.
Everyone involved enjoyed the whole
evening and providers were delighted by the
engagement of students and parents.
Students said:
“ It feels like I have so many options and it was
really helpful to be able to ask questions”
“ The free stuff is nice but talking to the people
was even better!”
“ There’s been so much to see and do that I
have lots to think about.”
Quotes from parents:
“ It’s events like these that show how much the
school really cares about its pupils’ futures”
“ There is so much here that it could have been
overwhelming for [my son] but it was so
well-organised that it just felt like there was
an excited buzz to the evening”
“ Fantastic night with fantastic resources
and staff!”
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December was a busy month for the choir! Amongst other musical
events, our students and the older members of the choir performed at
the Offerton Community Centre, performing Christmas music at a Tea
Dance, as well as performing in a Christmas Concert at Stockport Plaza,
and, finally, appearing at St Mary’s Church to perform in a Carol Service
being held by Age UK. All credit goes to all members of the choir who
kept their energy up and sang, as ever, so beautifully!
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OPEN EVENING 2019

We always enjoy showing off all of the wonderful things that our staff and students
do, so Open Evening is a great chance for us to do that for prospective students
and parents.
Every year, we have many students who want to come and help out and
explain how Stockport School works and what they enjoy about it. We were
impressively supported this year by the Year 11 prefect team, ably headed
by Megan Chilton (Head Girl) and Joe Cartwright (Head Boy). Visitors got
to visit each department and also see what the food is like in school, as the
Catering Team had food sample available on the night.
One parent said, “There is so much happening at this school that you
could stay here another three hours!”.
A Year 6 student who is hoping to come to the school said, “I really like all
the different clubs that I could join.”
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A parent (who actually attended the school himself many years ago!) said
that the standard of the music, arts and sports facilities had really improved
since his time at the school; “I think it’s great to see that you’ve invested in
the creative stuff!”.
This year, we received a record number of applications for September 2020,
with almost 700 applications being made for the 250 places available!
We look forward to meeting our new Year 7 students and their
parents again.

Stockport School

YEAR 9 GEOGRAPHY FIELDTRIP

MAM TOR AND CASTLETON IN THE
PEAK DISTRICT NATIONAL PARK
Well done to all the Year 9 students who
had a bright and breezy day collecting
primary data for their geographical
investigation, focusing on the impact of
tourism in an upland area.
Students scaled the heights of Mam Tor on a beautiful, crisp day and were
rewarded with clear views of both the Hope and Edale valleys.
Whilst on the hillside, they completed footpath surveys and field sketches
to access erosion rates. On arrival in Castleton village, they completed
further investigations of traffic in the area to continue their investigation on
the impact of tourism.
Students had a thoroughly enjoyable day and were an absolute joy; well
done, Year 9!
The geography department

TO
YEAR 11 GEOGRAPHY FIELD TRIP

MEDIA CITY

Our final Geographical investigation with year
11 focused on the success of a local economic
hub, Media City. Students completed primary
data collection, looking at the quality of the
environment, which was continued back in the
classroom by looking at various locations as we
moved away from the Economic hub to assess
its impact in the area and beyond.
The geography staff were impressed by students’ friendly and polite
attitudes as they asked questionnaires around the area to establish
how far people were travelling to get to Media City and what the
purpose of their visit was.
Well done, Year 11!
Miss K Zieman and the geography department
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REAL LIFE LESSONS
We are proud of being an inclusive and diverse school community. Our PSHE
and SEAL (Social and Emotional Aspects of Learning) programmes seek to teach
students why it is important to value and appreciate the mix of people within
school and within society, respecting others, regardless of race, religion, sex,
gender identity, sexuality, age, beliefs or disability.

We have a Thought For the Fortnight which
is always displayed on our SEAL Wall and on
social media, and encourages students to think
about themes such as persistence, tolerance,
generosity and other aspects of looking after
ourselves and others. Our annual Anti-Bullying
Week in November looked at the importance
of standing up for others instead of being a
bystander, and we looked at a similar theme
to commemorate Holocaust Memorial Day in
January. We also look at why discrimination
is such a poison within society and how,
throughout history, it has had a negative impact.
We also consider how different people have
different abilities and needs; a large number
of students within our school have Special
Educational Needs (SEN) or have family

members with SEN. We are proud to be a
school that has such a good reputation with
parents for our SEN provision and proud that so
many students choose to come to our school
because of it.

Another student said: “I like SEAL because we
get to discuss stuff about real life and learn
about how other people might feel.” Look out
for some more activities around neurodiversity
in March!

To support our inclusive ethos, Mrs McNicholls,
our SENCo, ran a competition before Christmas
to design a poster about neurodiversity. This
was supported in formtime SEAL sessions with
learning about ‘hidden disabilities’ such as
autism, dyslexia and OCD, along with examples
of famous successful people with those
conditions. Owen, Year 8, produced the fantastic
poster (pictured) and said that he wanted to
give the message that “It’s okay to be awesome
and great or just ordinary. We are all different”.

The Ofsted Inspectors were also impressed with
our SEAL and PSHE programmes, which are an
important part of our education package. We
are proud of our provision and days/ workshops
like Healthy Mental Health Day, Prison, Me? No
Way! and Knife Crime workshops. This, and the
careers and finance activities run by the school,
are part of teaching students about life after
school and it will remain a high priority.

WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL! CAREERS AMBASSADORS GO TO CDL
Some of our ex-students, who came to the school in the 1950s,
were shown around the school by Ms Shaw.
Our visitors were fascinated by the changes made and shared
some fond memories of their time at the school. It was a pleasure to
welcome you back! For the full article, please see the website!
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In December, ten Year 8 students were selected to represent the
school on a trip to local software business CDL as part of our
partnership programme.
They were researching a
workplace and interviewing
employees. They enjoyed
exploring an innovative work
place and interviewing staff
about employability
skills. They were a credit to
the school and found it to
be a useful part of our careers
package.

Stockport School

MACBETH: APOCALYPSE WOW!
Year 10 drama students took part in the Shakespeare Schools Festival in
December. The setting was intended to be post-apocalyptic, in a future where
climate change had done its worst, with society rebuilding itself. The influences
for this were various sci-fi films that students had seen.
FEEDBACK WAS EXCEPTIONALLY
POSITIVE, WITH NUALA MAGUIRE
FROM THE FESTIVAL PROVIDING
THE FOLLOWING COMMENTS:

Set design elements were planned to include
blood represented by UV, as well as oil drums
as the cauldrons. This enabled the witches to
observe the action by sitting on them; the space
between the drums was therefore their space, in
which all the events unfolded as fate did its work.
Costumes were carefully thought out, including
gas masks, which had to be worn outside as the
air was toxic. The apparitions were gas masks
that came to life, the unseeing eyes in the gas
masks intended to add menace. Masks played
a key part. The crown was the brown (Hannibal
Lecter) mask that Duncan wore in the beginning.
This was passed to Macbeth, then Malcom.
Camouflage gear was used for Banquo,
Macbeth and Lady Macbeth. Lady Macbeth had
a leather jacket worn over shoulders - symbolic
of femininity and strength. Duncan had a stately
olive green coat. Hoods were used frequently (to
symbolise secrecy and murder).
Lighting elements: green and orange were
chosen as the lighting colours. Green tea-light
LED candles were used behind white masks
(to glow up), to light other pieces on stage
(gas masks etc.). Orange workperson road
lights were used to light up faces and give the
permanent witchy glow to the space. UV light
was used to highlight the UV paint (blood).
Macbeth lit himself and Lady Macbeth on stage
with his own torch light, allowing the beam to be

very focused and create shadows. Glow sticks
were taped to the broom handles, giving shape
and structure to the broom handles and giving
a toxic effect.
Acting elements: whispering was a big part
of the production, giving voice to Macbeth’s
conscience. Breathing was also a big part (Miss
Sivori developed this idea beautifully) - Birnam
Wood breathed to come to life and the trees
breathed loudly when they moved, to show
their elemental force and threads of fate
resolving. Lady Macbeth - Kirsten decided
in rehearsal that Macbeth was pathetic and
she despised him; she wanted the witches’
prophecies to come into fruition for her own
power. The cast were very keen that Lady
Macbeth should be the fourth witch.
In terms of sound, onstage percussion was
a key part of the play, to create a tribal feel,
create the rhythm of play, create status, create
another world, transitions and create different
atmospheres.
The students worked extremely hard to prepare,
and ended up not only performing in the
Festival at the Z Arts Centre in Manchester, but
also in all assemblies for their fellow students!

“You achieved a fantastically eerie
atmosphere in your portrayal of Macb
eth,
which had the audience on the edge
of
their seats from beginning to end!”
“he most memorable moments of this
great
play, for me, were the battle scenes
and
the image of Birnam Wood moving, whic
h
were both artfully depicted through
stage
pictures. The dramatic image of Birna
m
Wood was framed by your creative use
of
props as well as the skilful physicalit
y you
deployed in your handling of these prop
s.”
“Truly excellent!”
“You proved yourselves as well-roun
ded
performers, able to use your talent and
energy to create controlled stage pictu
res,
as well as boisterous, active moments,
such as in your brilliant and unique fight
scene which accentuated the murderou
s
and threatening narrative. Similarly,
the
omnipresent witches helped set up the
air
of a wicked world.”
“You tracked the arc of this ominous
world
to its intensely charged climactic mom
ents
marvellously.”
“A powerful, professional, committed
ensemble. This was an inventive
interpretation which showed
excellent teamwork.”
“An ambitious dystopian portrayal of
Macbeth from a talented group of actor
s.
Well done!”
“Performing Shakespeare’s words on
a
professional stage takes bravery, resili
ence,
and creativity. You should be immensely
proud of what you and your teachers
have
achieved.”
“I hope to see Stockport School in the
2020 Festival!”

A huge well done to Mrs Stone, Miss Sivori
and the cast and crew!
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MISSION CHRISTMAS
There are sadly 192,336 children in Greater Manchester who are living in poverty
and who wake up without a present on Christmas morning. Hits Radio launch
Mission Christmas each year to collect new and unwrapped gifts, to bring the joy
of Christmas to as many of those children as possible.
Each year, due to the incredible generosity of people in Greater
Manchester, they collect a phenomenal amount of toys which brings
smiles to the faces of thousands of local children; each year, we volunteer
to be part of it by collecting toys and donations; each year, staff, students
and parents amaze us with their kindness.
CERA Cycloan are a company who provide training and volunteering
opportunities in repairing, maintaining and servicing bikes, as well as
refurbishing bikes to be as-good-as-new. Their mission statement:

“Our mission is to provide all participants with the same opportunity to
productively engage in forging a fairer, safer and more inclusive society.
We do this through the promotion of the value of education, a strong
restorative ethos and volunteering opportunities. Our vision is to actively
promote restorative approaches backed with the value of education to
increase both personal development and individual life chances.” In
addition to what they already do for the community, they generously
donated three bikes to our appeal. Thank you!
A special thanks must also go to Mr Warren, who runs Warren’s Grotto each
year from his office and tirelessly promotes the Mission Christmas cause.

MATHS INSPIRATIONS

GOODBYE, MISS CORRIGAN!

In November, Miss Parker took eleven Year 11 students out for a ‘Maths Inspirations’ trip
to The Royal Northern College of Music, where they listened to three speakers giving talks
about how the maths they are doing in lessons can be related to maths in their jobs and in
the real world.
Our students were an absolute credit to the
school and behaved beautifully throughout,
and we even got a group photo with the
compere at the end! They were commended
for representing the school so well at the event.
The students were: Emma Beaumont, Robert
Blackledge, Emma Eatough, Jack Mulrooney,
Harley Pine, Olivia Bell, Joe Cartwright, Cleo
Johnson, Jacob Mills, Jacob Norton and
Darren Skellern.
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After thirteen years at the school, our food
technology teacher, Miss Corrigan, left the
school to seek new adventures. She will be
missed by students and staff alike!

Stockport School

CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS!
The build-up to Christmas is always busy and enjoyable. Christmas Dinner and
Christmas Jumper Day, despite being in the middle of the Ofsted inspection, was
as festive as ever, and we raised lots of money for charity. The rewards assemblies
for Years 7 to 10 involved pastoral teams handing out treats for students who have
gone the extra mile during the term.

DOOR COMPETITION WINNERS!
Once again, Christmas brings out the competitive and creative spirit at Stockport School…this year, it was a competition to create the bestdesigned Christmas door. Staff and students worked well together and the winners were…7 Escher, 8 Monet, 9 Monet/ 9 Picasso and 10 Monet!
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

“READING IS TO THE MIND WHAT EXERCISE IS TO THE BODY”
Here is what some of our current
Year 7 and 8 students have said
about the power of reading:

We are on a constant mission to improve
our students’ life chances and know that
reading is key to this. We invest a lot of time
and money in encouraging and supporting
students so that their reading improves.
We run a number of reading intervention
activities, including one-to-one reading
sessions with Teaching Assistants, one-to-one
and groups sessions with specialist teachers
and one-to-one peer reading sessions (where
Y7-8 students read with an older mentor from
Y10). Students also read during form time and
English lessons. However, to do really well,
they need to read at home too!

“ I think the school has very fair rules about
reading…and so now I follow that rule, I am
improving my reading greatly.”
“ They provide a lot of opportunities and
support.”
“ I can go into my own world when I read and
I find that really relaxing.”
“ You can understand more about the world
and other people through reading books.”
“ All intelligent people read because it opens
up your mind.”

Students who met and
exceeded their targets last
term:
Year 7
• 100%+: Ayla Bayan, Corey Pollitt,
Noah Gregory, Aaron Collins, Ted Gilmour,
Jessica Rouen Stout, Matthew Murray,
Arwa Daeki, Lily Alexander, Lily Wyatt,
Alexis Georgy, Isabella Fitzpatrick,
Tom Crossley, Harriet Dray, Callum Holmes,
Joel Hulley, Hollie Cousins, Gwen Flint,
Lily Gaskell, Eloise Oldham, Joshua Wagster,
Archie Bland, Isobel Byrne, Harrison Murphy,
Eleanor Thomas, Ellie Williams,
Phoebe Allington, Maryam Minahal,
Nikisha Thomas, Elliott Sylvester,
Max Barley, Dylan Booth, Jack Booth,
Erin Ballard, Harvey Williams, Henry Taylor,
Ellie Thornley-Martin, Finlay Wedge-Ward,
Niamh Armstrong, Zuzanna Dolinczyk,
Lucas Riley and Ben Sturgess

200%+ Amera Beardsell, Ben
Flannery, Grace Turner, Robson
Kilvert, Connie Gibbons, Katie
Low-Rathmill and Katie Wilson
• 300%+ Charlie Jackson Green,
Erin-Lily Taylor, Mathilda Warren-O’Neill
and Jaen Lovell
• 400%+ Izabella Perez, Erin Rogers,
Leah Pardon, Taylor Dewhirst,
Leighton Lindley and Eleanor Haydon
• 500%+ Keira O-Mara and William Davies
• 900%+ Freddie Kemp (a new record!)

Year 8
• 100% + Erik Bamford, Stefanos Cawley,
Henry Fletcher, Poppy Stanton,
Georgie-Leigh Welsh, Tyler Perkins,
Chloe Salt, Max McDonald,
Maddison Kivel, Amy Baker, Olivia Brown,
Jack Burgess, Adam Gill,
James Brierley-Webb, Libby Ryan,
Jess Minto, Jack Riley, Grace Jackson,
Esme CarloDiLuca, Jack Burgess,
Owen Webb, Jack Egan, Alex Kimm,
Louisa Lloyd, Oscar Hall, Eve O’Carroll,
Rhys Morford and Max McDonald
• 200%+ Lucy Carter and Olivia Melvin
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Year 9
• 100%+ Isobel Cunningham, Maya Williams,
Edan Wissink, Halle Beever, Jack Davidson,
Jacob Eyre, Nathan Pidduck, Jamie Platt,
Angeliena Rockett, Billy Shuck,
Aaron Taylor, Emily Dalton,
Georgina Eatough, Ruby Freeman,
Camesha Hart, Amy Le, Owen Pearson,
Mia Ashley, Ashlee Batty, Joseph Bell,
Gracie Lahan, Katie Sowerby,
Megan Williams, Summer Lindley-McDonald,
Sam Partington, Harry Stansfield,
Rose Allington, Joshua Murdoch,
Stan Owens, George Parker, Annie Stonard,
Mia Berrisford, Sabeena Prayag,
Claudia Harrison, Nathan Wissink,
Monique Hubbard, Ruby Sharp and
Blake Slater
• 200%+ Daniel Crew, Million Taylor,
Aryan Akloo, Siobhan Toal and Zara Aziz
• 300%+ Laura Gillatt-Ludlaim and
Annia Baker
• 500%+ Annabel Oliver
• 600%+ Ryan Bones

Accelerated Reader – making
millionaires
Many students are doing very well with
their reading and making improvements
in their confidence and comprehension by
doing more of it. A massive well done to the
students who have read huge numbers of
words this year so far…

Students who have read over a
million words since September:
Isabella Perez, Annabel Oliver,
Charlie Jackson-Green, Leah Pardon,
Leighton Lindley, Ysabel Hill,
Keira O’Mara, Taylor Hewhirst, Annia Baker,
Erin Lily Taylor, Lucas Vergara Andia,
Eleanor Haydon, Josh Murdoch,
William Davies, Daniel Crew and
Siobhan Toal.

Students who have read over
TWO million words since
September:
Ryan Bones

A student who has read an
impressive FOUR million words:
Freddie Kemp

What is AR?
Accelerated Reader (AR) is a resource
specially designed to support developing
independent reading. This is used in Years 7-9
at Stockport School.

How does AR work?
Students are tested at the start of each term.
They will answer thirty questions that test
their knowledge of words, and their ability to

Stockport School
understand what they read. This test gives
us your son/daughter’s reading age (which
should be at, or above, their actual age) and
also gives a range of books – known as the
ZPD – that students should be able to read
alone with some confidence. There are many
books on the AR scheme. In Stockport School
LRC, any books on the AR scheme will have a
coloured blob on the spine. This lets students
easily pick up books within their ZPD. Once
students complete a book, they log on to the
AR system and complete a short quiz. They
should aim to achieve 85% or above to make
progress.
Throughout the year, your son/daughter
will be tested three times. This allows us to
monitor the progress they are making. Within
each period, they will be set a target number
of points to achieve on AR quizzes. This target
is worked out individually for each student
and is based on them reading for 20 minutes
every day at the recommended book level.

How can I support AR?
Encouraging your child to read widely, and
independently, is one of the best things you
can do to support their academic progress.
It impacts on his or her ability to perform in
every subject. Over this academic year, we
have had great success with the majority
of students – some improving their reading
age by over three years! Make sure your
son/daughter reads regularly each day – at
least 45 minutes is recommended to make
maximum progress, but we ask for a minimum
of 20 minutes. Encourage them to talk about
what they are reading, and try a wide variety
of authors/genres.

to read factual websites such as (mainly) the
BBC, which try to give independent sources.
Another useful website for Y9, 10 and 11
students is www.gcsepod.com. This has
useful information and videos about their set
texts for English Literature e.g. Shakespeare
plays. Their English teacher will have given
them information about how to log in.

What if my child prefers
non-fiction or is in Year 10 or
Year11?
The library also contains non-fiction books,
although many of these are kept within
departments. The internet can be a good
source of non-fiction although they should try

POWERFUL POLITICS
On 17th January, the Trafford College Group hosted a Question
Time event at Stockport Town Hall. This event was intended to
provide a platform for young people from the Greater Manchester
area to scrutinise politicians and public servants about current and
future services for young people. The topics were those identified
in the Make your Mark Campaign in October 2019, which the school
took part in, including mental health, hate crime, the environment
and many more topics.

The debate was chaired by Ricky Boleto, from
the BBC, attendees included:
• Sir Graham Brady
(Conservative MP for Altrincham and Sale West)
• Angela Rayner
(Labour MP for Ashton, Droylsden and Failsworth)
• Charles Gibson
(Liberal Democrat councillor for Hazel Grove)
• Superintendent Marcus Noden
(District Commander for Stockport)
• Various Representatives for Young People

It was interesting to hear influential national and local figures taking
the views, concerns and welfare of young people seriously; it was
also impressive to hear the students’ questions and answers.
Year 11s Frank Baker and Faith Oliver were able to have a mature
conversation with Sir Graham Brady, challenging some of his views
in an impressively knowledgeable and passionate fashion.
Navendu Mishra, who is our local MP, has promised to come into
school to meet students and hear their views in more detail.
It is really important that students take politics seriously; after all,
they are the future! In February, Faith Oliver (Year 11) and Alex
Davies (previously Year 11 last year) ran to be Members of Youth
Parliament again – all students voted in assemblies and we are
pleased that they were both re-elected by the young people across
Stockport to represent them once again! Congratulations to Faith
and Alex!

In addition to the above panellists, the guests included Andrew
Gwynne MP (Denton and Reddish) and Navendu Mishra MP
(Stockport), as well as the Mayor, Mayoress and various local
politicians and education professionals.

FINANCE MATTERS
It’s finally here! As reported last year, we have
been re-accredited as a Centre of Excellence
for Financial Education, and our award and
certificate have now arrived!
Special congratulations go to Miss O’Gara, who did the bulk of the
work on evidencing our financial activities, including cross-curricular
numeracy activities, external visitors coming in to talk about finance
(budgeting, tax, wages) and many other elements of our education
package in school.

Students tell us in student voice
activities that they want and
need to learn about life after school,
including being able to make
sensible financial decisions,
and we are committed to continuing
including this as part of our
curriculum.
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HOMEWORK HEROES AND

INDEPENDENT INSPIRATIONS!
Independence is the key to students being able to progress, achieve and feel
confident; it is also an important life skill.
We invest an enormous amount of time and
money into promoting this with students, with
resources like Accelerated Reader, Hegarty
Maths, GCSEPod, Memrise, Century and our
own Firefly package. Last term, a high number
of students received certificates and (in some
cases) rewards events or vouchers for their effort
with homework, revision or other independent
learning. Pictured are 10X1, 7X2, 8X1 and 9Y2
enjoying their pizza party as a reward for the
most commitment to Hegarty Maths work.
As parents, the best way that you can support
your children is to encourage them to regularly
read, revise and complete homework; Firefly is
a great resource to see what work they should
be doing and you can also see their attendance,
house points and lots of other information too.

The statistics:
Top tutor group for excellent homework in each
year (number in brackets is the total number of
positive referrals given)
• 7R (234)
• 8L (122)
• 9V (90)
• 10R (98)
• 11V (96)

Top students group in
each year:
Y7: Summer Munro (she has the most in the
whole school and won a voucher as a reward)
Y8: Chloe Salt, Grace Whitworth and
Olivia Brown
Y9: Jessica Wynne
Y10: Mia Fitzpatrick and Mia Leatherbarrow
Y11: Cameron Jenner and Emily Reiner

SAM Learning website winners:
Y7: Alexis Georgy
Y8: Olivia Melvin
Y9: Maximilion Wood
Y10: Kai Gregory
Y11: Fahim Ahmed

GCSE Pod website Y10 winners:
Hope Bennett, Georgia Atkins, Maddie Benson,
Jake Oliver, Edward Walch and George Kenrick
Y11: Ruth Tembo, Evie Morford, Lily Gould,
Cameron Jenner, Olivia Moorhouse and
Megan Gurbutt

Y11 Century website winners:
Atticus Mills, Lily Gould, Amelia Holland,
Dan O’Brien, Nate Coddington, Emma
Beaumont, Frank Baker, Esther Hulley, Evie
Morford and Emma Eatough.

SUPERSTAR STUDENTS!
Here are just some of the students who
have been awarded the Headteacher’s
Commendation, won the VIPA (Very
Important Pupil Award) or have been
rewarded for excellent attendance.
We are very proud of all of our students,
and especially those who put in 100%
effort, work hard to keep improving and help
make the school a better place to be.
Well done!
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Well done to all our students who are working
independently to help themselves, and to all
the parents who are supporting with this.
If any parent thinks that their child needs some
more support with homework, whether it is
a space to work independently or help with
completing it (for example, if your child normally
receives help in class or exams), please get in
touch with Miss Holt at school.
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THE AMAZING INCIDENT OF
THE PLAY IN THE SCHOOL
In December, we were lucky enough to have the National Theatre in school
to perform The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time to 200 students,
adapted to stage by ex-student Simon Stephens (has written 35 plays and won
two Olivier Awards), based on the novel of the same name by Mark Haddon.
It was an extra special event because the
playwright and the director Marianne Elliot
(Curious Incident, War Horse, winner of a Tony
Award and an Olivier Award) came too. This was
the first time Marianne had seen the play in a
school! It was an emotional occasion for Simon
and us all for there to be a performance of his
play in the school that he attended as a young
man. He was greeted by two of his very special
ex-teachers, Colin Mail (who taught him history),
and Mrs O’Brien (Miss Williams), as well as Paul
Adeyefa, our ex-student, who did interviews with
Simon in the 2000s for his play Punk Rock and
now has his own acting career (Good Omens,
National Theatre Midsummer Night’s Dream to
name a few).
The show was an astounding portrayal of a
young man’s thrilling journey of overcoming
his obstacles and learning how to achieve his
potential, solving many mysteries along the
way. The students were absolutely bowled over
by the show with comments like: “amazing, I
enjoyed it so much!” being quoted on exit from
the theatre.
The theatre itself was a surprising venue; as
the show is set in the round, with the audience
seated around the outside, a large space was
required. The PE staff kindly donated the sports
hall for the day, and it was transformed into an
immersive space with high tech lighting, sound
and setting for the students to enjoy. The show
featured physically-demanding performances
from all the actors, as much physical theatre,
change of pace and movement was used

throughout. The ensemble were highly cohesive
and their control was impeccable throughout.
An absolute joy to watch! Special mention must
go to the actor playing Christopher (Cayvan
Coates) who spent 90 minutes on stage in
the most intensely emotional moments that
demanded such commitment and focus; what
an incredible achievement.
Simon and the cast shared their time and
knowledge with a post-show Q+A, which
allowed many ideas to be considered. Our
students were truly inspired by the arts after
seeing this show and spending time in the
company of these wonderful theatre-makers.
Our final, extra treat was to have not one,
but two masterclasses! Simon spoke with 17
Year 10/11s and inspired them with powerful
messages about his play Punk Rock (which
4 students performed for their GCSE drama
exam), new approaches to characters, being
true, understanding deeply and most of all the
importance of being a good person! Cayvan
Coates and the Tour Director, Anna Marsland,
did a masterclass with two students who are
going to play Christopher in their own GCSE
Drama exam after Christmas - what a wonderful
experience for Nate and Frank!
Thank you so much, Simon, all the National
Theatre staff and to Stockport School staff
and students. It was an unforgettable day and
you have absolutely made your mark on our
students’ lives! Thank you for inspiring curiosity,
imagination, empathy and human connection!
Mrs J Stone

ENGLISH WORKSHOP
In January, Mr Wilkinson and some students were involved in
a workshop with Manchester Metropolitan University.
The university offered to run a workshop on
diversity and representation in young adult
books, as part of a drive to encourage the
reading of BAME literature.
They read Noble Conflict (by Malorie
Blackman) in preparation and the workshop
was about representation in Literature.
They were able to think about and discuss
challenging ideas, and feedback was very
positive.
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WALL OF HOPE!
In December, there was a fortnight which commemorated four very important days:
10th December: Human Rights Day, 18th December: International Migrants Day, 20th
December: International Human Solidarity Day and the 30th anniversary of the fall of
the Berlin Wall (from November).

Students learned about the Berlin Wall and were asked to consider
and discuss questions like the following:
The people of East Berlin were separated from the rest of their own city
and country for 28 years. Imagine if tomorrow morning you woke up and
the M60 had been turned into a huge wall and we were unable to get in
or out of Manchester. How many of your friends or family would you not
be able to see? How many of your teachers would not be able to come to
school? How would you feel?

We decided to create our own Stockport School Wall of Hope.
Students were asked to write a message, considering what life
could or should be like 30 years from now; suggested ideas were:
• What you are hoping for in the future
• One single world that represents the future you want
• The name of someone who inspire you
• An inspirational quote
The Wall of Hope Team put all the ideas together and our own Wall of

Recently in Berlin, a Visions in Motion art installation was displayed,
creating a Wall of Hope. The art work is made up of 120,000 streamers of
fabric, 30,000 of which have hand written messages from members of the
German public and the world community.

Hope will soon be on display in the canteen.
Thank you to Mrs Robinson for the idea, putting together the SEAL
materials for that fortnight and for leading the activity!

CHILDREN IN NEED BAKE OFF!
Every year, we like to raise money for Children in Need; we also have a Bake Off event to try
to do this in a fun way (and everyone likes cake!) and add in a bit of competition amongst
staff and students! As ever, people rose to the occasion and made varied and tasty treats!
The winning bakers are pictured and the winning houses were as follows:
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1st Orange
2nd Red
3rd Yellow
4th Green
5th Blue
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PE HIGHLIGHTS
There would never be enough space to describe all the many hours that dedicated staff
and students devote to the numerous PE activities, but here are some highlights!

September

November

January

• Joining the England Rugby ‘All Schools’
programme with Cheshire Rugby and
Stockport Scarlets – including generously
donated kit!
• Boys’ football: Year 7: beat Harrytown
3-0, Year 8: beat Harrytown 6-3, Year 9: beat
Harrytown 5-0 and Year 11: beat Harrytown 4-0
• Year 11 student Tom Powell played the junior
Cheshire golf league
• Year 11 students Max and Tom represented
the school in the first golf tournament,
organised by Hazel Grove High School
• Awesome Walls GCSE rock climbing
sessions began
• Year 9 student George Parker was selected
for the England Lacrosse team

• Huge numbers of students attended rugby
training with coach Dave from Stockport Rugby
• Footballer Oliver Brockbank was Man of the
Match in his performance for Stockport SFA
• Year 10 Charlie S and Year 9 George P
were selected for Sale Sharks Rugby player
development pathway
• Years 8, 9 and 10 played netball at Reddish
Vale High School – Players of the Match:
Lauren B (Year 8), Gracie B (Year 9) and
Erin (Year 10).
• We hosted the borough’s dodgeball
tournament and Year 10 came second!
• Year 10 handballers won the Trafford
tournament and were asked to enter the
England Schools tournament!
• Year 7 rugby: we beat Poynton High School
• U15 boys’ indoor cricket: we came second in
the borough
• 30 students went with Mrs Todd to The Lowry
to be inspired by Tribe
• The girls’ football team remained undefeated,
beating Laurus Cheadle Hulme and Werneth
High School
• Year 11 footballer Jak S was offered a two
year scholarship with Everton and selected to
attend an England goalkeeper camp
• U13 boys took part in the borough’s indoor
cricket tournament
• Year 7 footballers went to watch Manchester
City play football, with a particular focus on
Taylor Harwood-Bellis
• Year 11 students Amelia, Emma, Kaysi and
Leoni represented the school at the borough
badminton tournament

• U13 girls’ football: we beat Laurus Cheadle
Hulme and Priestnall School – the U13s
remained undefeated!
• The Year 8 handball team won all their games
• Aquinas PE students delivered two lunchtime
sessions to our students
• Over 30 students represented the school at
cross country. Congratulations to all,
especially Year 7s Ben, Josh and Joel, Year 9
student Caleb and Y11 student Esther.
All were selected to represent Stockport in
the Greater Manchester event in February.
Thanks to Esther for 5 years of service!
• Year 7 and 8 girls’ football: beat Marple Hall
High School and beat Priestnall 3-0
• Year 8 boys’ handball team won one game
and drew the other

October
• Mrs McKeever trained the Year 2 playleaders
at Banks Lane Infant School
• Netball matches v Bramhall High School
• Year 8 interhouse netball matches
• Year 9 interhouse rugby, netball and
benchball – over 160 students represented
their houses!
• GCSE students spent an evening at Werneth,
working on badminton and table tennis skills
• U13 girls’ football team won 3-2 and got into
the next round
• Imogen Porteous-Williams won Player of
the Match at Stockport County Ladies’
Football Club
• Y7 netball: a draw and a win, Y8 netball: a win
and a loss, with Chloe T *Year 8) and Polly M
(Year 7) as Players of the Match at Marple
Hall High School
• Flexus Dance delivered a workshop
• Year 10 footballers won 5-2 and progressed
to the next round of the Cheshire Cup
• Year 7 netballers beat Kingsway and Years 8
and 9 narrowly lost, with A Binns (Year 7) and
M Maloney (Year 9) as Players of the Match
• The U13 girls’ football team were undefeated
at Laurus Cheadle Hulme with three wins and
a draw
• Lacrosse players represented the school in
our first lacrosse fixtures, organised by Kazel
Grove High School

December
• U14 boys’ basketball: 3rd place in the
tournament, beating Kingsway School
• Our students won the borough Kurling
tournament
• Girls attended the All Schools Rugby Skills
Day
• Basketballers had an activity day at City Sport
• Year 10 boys’ footballers beat Winsford 5-0 in
the Cheshire Cup, with Joe Isherwood as
Man of the Match
• Years 7 to 10 represented the school at the
borough rowing competition
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Don’t just think outside of the box
Why not think like there is no box?

Welcome to the team behind
Paragon! Some of these guys have
worked with us for over 20 years and
collectively we have over 180 years
service. Each member has become
vital to the smooth operation of
the company and we are here to
support you.
Our team are on hand to provide a
complete design and print service.
Our existing client base is varied which
means we have plenty of experience
of working with many industries,
ensuring we meet your bespoke needs.
• Brochures
• Folders
• Leaflets
• Data Sheets
• Posters
• Newsletters
• Calendars
• Bespoke Direct Mail
• Business Stationery Sets
• Signage
• Exhibition Display Stands
• Customised Pens
Mugs and Bags
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